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Extending ideas of L. Babai we give an r/cl°gzn bound for the orders of 
2-transitive groups of degree n not containing A,. Our proof is elementary in the 
sense that it does not invoke the classification theorem of finite simple groups. We 
also give ideas leading to a short proof of a slightly weaker bound. © 1993 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the central problems of 19th century group theory was the 
estimation of the order of a primitive permutation group G, not containing 
the alternating roup, in terms of its degree n. This problem was first 
considered by Jordan and his contemporaries. For example, Bochert's nice 
result (see [16, p. 41]) asserts that IGI <~n!/[(n +1)/2]!. 
The first bound that essentially improves the trivial [GI ~<n! is due to 
Wielandt [17]: IG] ~<24 n, provided G is uniprimitive (primitive, but not 
2-transitive). Ch. Praeger and J. Saxl [13] extended this result to doubly 
transitive groups, at the same time reducing the bound to [GI ~< 4 n. 
Motivated by algorithmic applications L. Babai considered bases of 
primitive groups: a base for a permutation group on a set f2 is a subset 3 
of £2 such that the pointwise stabiliser of A in G is the identity. Denote by 
b(G) the minimum size of any base of G. 
By considering primitive coherent configurations Babai [1] (see also 
[14]) found a short and ingenious proof for the bound b(G)~<4 w/nln n 
for G uniprimitive. By the obvious inequality nb(a)>~[G] this implies ]G[ ~< 
n 4,,/~ln  for uniprimitive groups, an estimate close to best possible. 
The case of 2-transitive groups (other than An or S~) turned out to be 
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much harder. Building upon work of Wielandt [15] (see also [12]), Babai 
[2] was able to show that b(G)~< 2 a l°'/i~ for some explicit constant a> 0. 
(Throughout this paper log means logarithm to the base 2.) Once more the 
proof uses primitive coherent configurations in a subtle way. 
Babai suggested that maybe a substantial refinement of his proof might 
lead to bounds of the form logCn for b(G). Here we present a short 
argument based on some of Babai's ideas to show the following. 
THEOREM A. Let G be a doubly transitive group 
containing An. Then 
b( G) <<. c log 2 n 
of degree n not 
for some constant c> O. 
From this we immediately infer our main result. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a doubly transitive group of degree n not 
containing An. Then 
[GI ~< n el°~2n. 
As Babai's bound [2], these bounds are based on the result of 
Wielandt's 1934 thesis [15] (see Lemma 4 below). Wielandt's proof, while 
elementary (it uses only Sylow's theorems), is quite intricate. (For a some- 
what simplified version in English, see [12].) Therefore it seems worth 
presenting some simple additional ideas leading to a very short and fully 
self-contained combinatorial proof of the following slightly weaker bound. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a doubly transitive group of degree n not 
containing A..  Then 
b(G) <<. Co log 3 n/log log n 
for some constant Co > O. 
The classification theorem of finite simple groups has had a dramatic 
effect on the type of questions considered in this note. In particular, all 
2-transitive groups have been classified (see [8]). Apart from An and Sn the 
largest such groups turn out to be AFL(d, q) and PFL(d, q) in their 
natural action, and these have orders about n(l+°(1))l°gL Also, primitive 
groups with b(G)>~ 9 log n have been classified by M. Liebeck Ell]. The 
only 2-transitive ones are A~ and Sn. 
Still it is nice to have classification-free proofs of simply stated results, 
which help us to understand really why the results hold. Babai's bound for 
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the orders of primitive groups has been successfully applied to a number of 
problems on permutation groups, thereby providing elementary solutions 
for them (see 1-2, 3, 5]). 
Elementary proofs often have algorithmic consequences, providing 
another strong source of motivation for this type of work. (See, for 
instance, [1,4], for successful algorithmic applications of elementary 
proofs in asymptotic group theory.) 
PROOFS 
Let G be a permutation group acting on a set I2 of size n. As in [2] we 
shall say that a subset 27 of D splits the pair (e,/~) (e,/~ sl2) if c~ and/~ do 
not belong to the same orbit of the pointwise stabilizer Gz of 27. In this 
terminology a base is a set which splits all the (5) pairs of points. 
Babai [2] proved the following key lemma by a simple probabilistic 
argument. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a 2-transitive group of degree n. I f  there is an m-set 
which splits at least n (n -  1 )/4 pairs of points, then there exists a base of size 
~< 2m log n. 
This motivates our next definition. We say that 27 ~< 12 is a halving set if 
Gz has no orbits of size greater then n/2. It is straightforward to see that 
halving sets split more than n(n-  1)/4 pairs. Therefore to prove our results 
we only have to find small halving sets in 2-transitive groups (this was 
Babai's basic approach). 
The following handy lemma was obtained by M. Liebeck [10] as a 
simple consequence of Bochert's quoted bound. 
LEMMA 2. 
such that 
Let G be a permutation group of degree n (n >~ 23) on a set (2, 
l(n) 
I Sn 'G[<~ [-n/23 ' 
Then there is a subset d ~£2 with Ldl > En/2] such that the setwise stabilizer 
of A in G induces a group containing A,j on A. 
Our main contribution is the following: 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a permutation group of degree n on a set (2. Suppose 
that (2 has no subset A of size IAI >~k (k~> 12) with the setwise stabilizer H 
of d inducing a group H ~ on d that contains A ~. Then there is a halving set 
27 in G of size 1271 ~< 4k. Moreover, ~ can be found by the greedy algorithm. 
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Proof Let us choose the points al ..... a m in such a way that ai is an 
element of the largest orbit of the pointwise stabilizer G;_ 1 of {~1 ..... ~g-1} 
in G. 
Claim. If m/> 2k then G m has no orbits of size greater than ~n. 
For suppose the contrary. Then the maximal orbit of each G~ has length 
/> ~n. Now [G~: G~+ 21 equals the length of the largest orbit of Gi therefore 
it is at least 2n. It follows that IG :Gm[ >~ (~n) m. 
Let us consider G as a permutation group acting upon the ordered 
m-element subsets of f2. In this action G has degree (~)m!, there are m! 
orderings of each of the (~) unordered subsets of Q. 
The orbit of the ordered set {cq, ..., C~m} has length [G : G,,[ by definition. 
I t  follows that there are at least 2 m n (~n)/(m) elements of this orbit corre- 
sponding to some unordered m element subset A o ~ O. 
It is easy to see that the setwise stabilizer H 0 of A o in G induces a 
permutation group HJ ° of order at least 2 m n 3 m (gn) /(m) >>. m!/(~) on A o. Then 
IS~o ng°l ~< (3)m which is less then ½([mr~2]) as  m >/2k ~> 24. 
Therefore by Lemma 2 there exists a subset A o ~_ A of size at least k such 
that the setwise stabilizer H of A in G induces a group H ~ containing AA 
on A. This contradiction proves the claim. 
Assume now that G m still has an orbit (2 o of length >n/2. Applying the 
claim to the Gin-action on O o completes the proof. | 
The minimal degree I~(G) of a permutation group G is the smallest 
number of points moved by any non-identity element of G. By another 
classical result of Bochert [7] (see [16, p. 42]) we have I~(G)>~n/4 for 
doubly transitive groups of degree n (n ~> 26) not containing A,. 
As Babai [2] points out, a combination of Bochert's bound (as 
improved by Manning) with the main result of Wielandt's dissertation 
[ 15 ] immediately ields the following result: 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a 2-transitive group of degree n (n >~ 400) not 
containing A,. Suppose G involves Ak; i.e., there exist subgroups H <~ G and 
N <~ H such that H/N~- Ak. Then k < 4 log n. 
Proof of Theorem A. Let G be a 2-transitive group of degree n (n >~ 400) 
on a set (2. Then by Lemma 4, G involves no A; for i>>.k=F41ognq and 
it follows that G satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 with k= 1-4log nq. 
Therefore G has a halving set of size at most 4F4 log nq and by Lemma 1 
this gives us 
b(G) <~ 8F4 log nq log n. 
The theorem follows. | 
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For the simple proof of Theorem B we need an idea of L. Babai and 
A. Seress that has proved useful in algorithmic group theory (see [4, 6]). 
Let p~ denote the ith prime number, p( r )=p l . . .p r  and f (n )= 
rain(rip(r) > n4). Let g(n) be the sum of the first f(n) primes. Elementary 
estimates [6] show that g(n)<~ 128 log 2 n/loglog n (a stronger bound 
could be obtained via the prime number theorem). 
LEMMA 5. Let He  Sn contain cycles of each prime length Pi, 1 ~ i <~ f(n). 
Then some power II m 7 L 1 moves trictly less than n/4 points. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let G be a 2-transitive group of degree n (n ~> 26) 
on a set /2. Suppose that there is a subset A of /2 such that IAI ~>k= 
[-128 log 2 n/log log n] + 2 and the setwise stabilizer H of A induces a group 
on A containing A~. Then there is an element He H that contains cycles 
of each prime length p~, l<~i<~f(n). By Lemma 5 this gives us #(G)~< 
#(H) < n/4 and this contradicts Bochert's bound on the minimal degree. 
Therefore G satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 with k= [-128 log 2 n/ 
log log n-] + 2 and it follows that G has a halving set of size ~<4k and a 
base of size at most 8k log n. The theorem follows. | 
Remark. The proof of Theorem B involves several small ideas but 
it should be emphasized that the entire proof including Bochert's 
combinatorial gems can be written up in just a handful of pages. 
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